[Regularity of synaptic contacts forming in the molecular layer of the cerebral cortex after brief total brain anoxia].
By the end of 10 and 90 min long total brain anoxia and on 1st, 3rd, 7th and 30th postanoxic days numerical density of synapses, shape and size of presynaptic dense projections (DP), curvature of synaptic contacts plane in molecular layer of cerebellar cortex were studied in control albino rats. Dependence between shape and extent of alterations of curvature of synaptic contacts and parameters and shape of DS was established. Maximum positive curvature of plane of synaptic contacts corresponded with maximum distance between DP, minimum height and spherical shape of DP. Maximum decline in numerical density of synapses and extent of curvature of synaptic contacts plane were found in zones of irreversible postanoxic damage of Purkinje cells.